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Abstract: With the rapidly growing marketing business, data mining technology plays a more important role in the analysis and use of information on a large scale. We concern with analyzing the data from EMISAL, the manufacturing company of Salts Products, which has a large amount of transactional data on sales data with hidden knowledge of the behavior of customers and what they frequently buy for promotional offers that improve sales in the company. This paper relies on the application of three different association rule algorithms: Apriori, CARMA, and Sequence to obtain the best support and confidence value using IBM SPSS modeler V 18.0 in real data sets taken from EMISAL between January 2016 to July 2019. We recommend Make promotional offers that include low-selling products with products that are often sold together.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Market Basket Analysis is a technique based on the theory that if a consumer buys a specific group of products; He is more likely to buy another group of items. For example, if you are in a hypermarket, and you buy a tea, you are more likely to buy sugar at the same time. Once the information is extracted from previous data, it is used to make the best business decisions. Association rules mining used to discover the association between items present in the database. A large amount of data stored in the database hence, several industries must use association rule mining for their databases. This study is using significant functions of data mining to determine the association of combination product promotion rules. Association rule mining is a technique that can be used to find rules associative between combination products. For example, how likely it is for a customer to buy product X and product Y at the same time. In this study, we use data mining algorithms on EMISAL Company that contains a large amount of transactional data on sales, but without sufficient benefit which made us decide to analyze these data using Data Mining Algorithms to extract hidden information that might improve sales, such as discover Relations between products to create an efficient promotion. Analyzing data is very important and essential to enhance the profit of each business for any company. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Related work in section 2. Proposed methodology in section 3. Application in Section 4. Finally, Results & discussion are given in Section 5.

2 RELATED WORKS
Abhijit Raorane & R.V.Kulkarni (2011), he wants to know the consumer behavior, his psychological condition at the time of purchase and how suitable data mining method apply to improve the conventional method, association rule is employed to mine rules for trusted customers using sales data in a supermarket industry [1].

Sabri Serkan Güllüoğlu (2015), Applied Data mining association Apriori algorithm on a Turkish supermarket chain looking for ways to improve the effectiveness of their campaigns with target customers with the particular offers most likely to attract them back to the store and to spend more time and money on their next visit and determine the promotions of products and customer profiles. Besides association rules, impressive results were found about customer profiles, such as “What items do female customers buy? * or “What do consumers (married and 35-45 aged) prefer mostly?” [2]. Seren Sezen Karamöl, Adnan Aktepe, Süleyman Ersöz (2016), Applied Data mining association algorithms Apriori, CARMA, and GRI algorithm on big supermarket data set. The comparisons are found using three different algorithms from SPSS Clementine, which is data mining software. The results are varied because different associate methods are applied. Therefore, algorithms gave different results. Alliances have been taken together [3]. Wildan Budiawan Zulfikar, Agung Wahana, Wisnu Uriawan, Nur Lukman,(2016), Applied Data mining association Apriori algorithm on XMART retail company to increase sales of products with a promotion. They obtain the value of the support and confidence of every association rule. The result is a combination of various products and in accordance with the level of sales of the store. In addition, the association rules that have been established to serve as a reference to determine the layout of the products in the store [4].

3 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
In this study, before using algorithms, we must go through some steps, first selecting the data to be worked on from the data set collected, next, the preparation of raw data, after that application of association rule algorithms, finally analysis & gaining knowledge that helps to make a decision.

3.1 Data Selection
Transnational data is used as input in association rules, which will be used to find various items that are customers purchase together. In this study, data is provided by the manufacturing company. Data is extracted from the EMISAL Sales transactions. Data was taken from January 2016 to July 2019 contains transaction ID, Transaction Date, product ID, store ID, and customer ID, amount of product. Figure 1 below shows a sample of selected raw transaction data.
3.2 Preparation of Raw Data

Data mining software tools can’t process data in raw form, as they need a particular tabular form to mine. It is significant to convert these raw data to such a form so that software can process. Figure 2 below shows the example of converted raw data to be processed. It contains a transaction ID, and each product contains Boolean data type such as "T" symbol, which means true or the customer has bought this product, and "F" symbol, which means false or the customer has not purchased this product.

3.3 Algorithms Used For Association Rules

In data mining, association rule algorithms are a popular and well-researched method for discovering hidden relations of an association rule among Products in a large amount of data set. It is prepared to identify strong rules discovered in data set using different measures are called Support and Confidence based on the concept of strong rules. A famously and widely used example of association rule mining is Market Basket Analysis. Support is defined as the percentage/fraction of records that contain product X and product Y to the total number of records in the data set. Suppose the support of an item is 10%, it means only ten percent of the transactions contain purchasing of these products together. Confidence of an association rule is defined as the percentage/fraction of the number of transactions that contain X product and Y product to the total number of records that contain X product. Confidence is a measured force of the association rules, suppose the confidence of the association rule X⇒Y is 50%, it means that 50% of the transactions that contain X also contain Y together.

In this study, we use Apriori, CARMA, and Sequence algorithms as association rules algorithms. Apriori algorithm uses items that frequently occur to generate association rules between items. It is based on the concept that a subset of a frequent item must be a frequent item set. Frequent Itemset is an item set whose support value is higher than a threshold value or support value. CARMA algorithm can display the existing association rules online to the user and allows the user to change the minimal support and minimum trust parameters in any operation of the first scan of the data set. CARMA specifies a set of objects as they pass through the movements. After reading each move, it first increases the numbers of the objections of the sub-clusters of the movement. Then, if all the existing subclasses of the object instance provide the minimum support value, and if they are larger than the read-out of the data set, the object instances from the movement are created. An upper limit on the number of objects is computed so that the probability that an object is likely to be extreme can be precisely predicted. This is the sum of the current number and the estimate of its occurrence before the object instance is created. The sequential algorithm of pattern mining is a topic of data mining concerned with finding relevant patterns between products where the values are delivered in a sequence. It is usually assumed that the values are discrete, and thus, time series mining is closely related, but often considered a different activity. It includes building efficient databases and indexes for sequence transactions, extracting the frequently occurring patterns, comparing sequences based on their similarity, and recovering missing sequence members.

4 MODELING

This study was conducted using data mining software SPSS Modeler version 18 after the data has been Prepared and the data has been adjusted, the Apriori, CARMA, and Sequence algorithms in the data mining software SPSS Modeler have been selected for the study.

4.1 Apriori Algorithm Model

Figure 2 below shows the Apriori algorithm model that has been conducted on SPSS Modeler.
4.2 CARMA Algorithm Model
Figure 3 below shows the CARMA algorithm model that has been conducted on SPSS Modeler.

![Fig. 3. CARMA Algorithm Model in SPSS](image)

4.3 Sequence Algorithm Model
Figure 4 below shows the Sequence algorithm model that has been conducted on SPSS Modeller.

![Fig. 4. Sequence Algorithm Model in SPSS](image)

5 RESULTS & DISCUSSIONS
For the sales strategy of large scale manufacture, a study of market basket analysis was conducted using data mining Association rules.

5.1 Apriori Results
The results of the association analysis for the Apriori algorithm are given in Figure 5.

![Fig. 5. Apriori Algorithm Support & Confidence Graph](image)

RESULTS SHOW THAT:

1. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 sling has 66.86 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 450 c.

2. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 650 g container 6.5 kg 1.43 slings have 52.73 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 450 c.

3. Customers who purchase BONO CONTAINER SALT 200G 6K SELING has 43.39 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 500 g Container 8 kg.

4. Customers who purchase Bono Table Salt 450 c have 39.84 probability for buying product Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 slings.

5. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 200 g have 35.28 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 10 kg.

6. Customers who purchase Bono Salt Container 200 g 6 Kg has 34.14 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 7.5 kg.

7. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 650 g container 6.5 kg 1.43 slings have 33.40 probability for buying product Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 slings.

8. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 500 g has 31.28 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 10 kg.

9. Customers who purchase Bono salt container 200 g has 28.76 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 10 kg.

10. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 350 c container 7 kg 1.4 i sling has 27.24 probability for buying product Refined soft salt iodi st.

11. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 sling has 17.11 probability for buying product Refined soft salt iodi st.

12. Customers who purchase Bono Food Salt 500 g Carton 7.50 kg has 14.77 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 7.5 kg.

13. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 300 g container 8 kg 1.4 ceiling i has 13.67 probability for buying product Bono table salt 350 c container 7 kg 1.4 i sling.

14. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 800 c have 12.96 probability for buying product Bono table salt 350 c container 7 kg 1.4 i sling.
15. Customers who purchase Refined soft salt iodist has 12.78 for buying product Bono table salt 350 c container 7 kg 1.4 i sling.

16. Customers who purchase BONO TABLE SALT CONTAINER 200G6K SILING 1.5T has 11.83 probability for buying product Bono table salt 350 c container 7 kg 1.4 i sling.

17. Customers who purchase Bono Table Salt 450 c has 11.66 probability for buying product Refined soft salt iodist.

18. Customers who purchase Refined soft salt iodist has 10.92 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 450 c.

5.2 CARMA Results
The Graph below in figure 6 illustrates the results of CARMA Algorithm Support and Confidence that measure the force of results.

RESULTS SHOW THAT:

1. Customers who purchase Bono Table Salt 450 c have 39.84 probability for buying product Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 slings.

2. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 650 g container 6.5 kg 1.43 slings have 33.40 probability for buying product Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 slings.

3. Customers who purchase Bono Salt Container 200 g 6 Kg has 34.41 probability for buying product Bono table salt 500 g container 7.5 kg.

4. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 300 g container 6 kg 1.5 sling has 66.86 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 450 c.

5. Customers who purchase Bono table salt 650 g container 6.5 kg 1.43 slings have 52.73 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 450 c.

6. Customers who purchase BONO CONTAINER SALT 200G 6K SELING has 43.39 probability for buying product Bono Table Salt 500 g Container 8 kg.

5.3 Sequence Results
The Graph below in figure 7 illustrates the results of Sequence Algorithm Support and Confidence that measure the force of results.

RESULTS SHOW THAT:

1. Customers who purchase refined soft salt iodist 50 kg has 85 probability for buying product Refined soft salt iodist 50 kg.

2. Customers who purchase refined salt soft non-iodine food u 25 kg has 78.57 probability for buying product Refined salt soft non-iodine food u 25 kg.

3. Customers who purchase Fine refined salt iodine skaer 50 kg has 77.27 probability for buying product Fine refined salt iodine skaer 50 kg.

4. Customers who purchase Refined non-iodine fine salt 25 kg has 75.86 probability for buying product Refined non-iodine fine salt 25 kg.

5. Customers who purchase Refined soft salt iodist st has 74.19 probability for buying product Refined soft salt iodist.

6. Customers who purchase Fine refined salt iodine skaer 50 kg has 61.36 probability for...
6 CONCLUSION
In this study, Apriori, CARMA, and Sequence algorithms, which are the 3-way rule algorithm of SPSS Modeler software, are used. As a result of the implementation, each algorithm gave different results. Alliances have been taken together. The recommendation to improve EMISAL Sales, Decision makers can make the promotion of products that were bought together to increase Sales.
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